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Leave Administration 
Total allocated time: 45 minutes, including questions 
 
Session Objective 
Demonstrate leave requests and approvals for a variety of leave types, and how calculations, 
payments, loss, payout, shared leave pools, etc. are tracked and integrated with other 
functionality such as payroll and benefits. 
 
Assumptions: Employees can view leave balances and request leave through a self-service 
portal. At WSU, leave is accrued at the end of each month and employees are paid bi-monthly 
(10th and 25th of the month). 
 
Items to Demonstrate 

1. Demonstrate how leave accruals are calculated for all employee and leave types (e.g. 
annual and sick leave) based on relevant business rules. Below are examples of annual 
leave accrual at WSU: 

a. Administrative Professionals accrue annual leave at 16.67 days per month. 
b. Civil Service employees accrue annual leave at different rates based on length of 

service. Someone in their first year of employment accrues at 9.33 days per 
month. Someone in year 18 of employment accrues at 14.67 days per month. 

2. Show how to view leave balances (e.g. current balances, total accrued, taken, donated, 
received from donors, paid out on separation) for several different types of employees, 
such as salaried manager, staff with multiple assignments, part-time research assistant. 

3. Demonstrate how an employee can request leave of any type and edit the request when: 
a. An employee can only request leave they are eligible for based on the business 

rules associated with their position. 
b. An employee is notified when they request more annual leave than they have 

accrued, and how they update their request, via a workflow. 
c. Show how an employee can edit a previously approved request and how the 

supervisor is notified. 
4. Demonstrate how leave requests are routed to the appropriate individuals for approval 

and how employees can view the status of their request. Show: 
a. The standard chain of approvers. 
b. An alternate process if one of the approvers is unavailable. 
c. How an employee can view the status of their leave request. 

5. Demonstrate how departments can manage professional leave for faculty (also known as 
sabbatical leave) for: 

a. Professional leave is requested, approved, and tracked. 
b. The process for gathering and storing required documentation. 
c. A faculty member’s Full Time Equivalent rate changes due to taking professional 

leave, emphasize how this change triggers processes in other functions. 
6. Show how the system manages manual adjustment of starting leave balances and length 

of service for new employees to WSU who are transferring balances from other state 
entities. E.g.  
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a. An employee coming from University of Washington to Washington State 
University can transfer their leave balances and length of service. This typically 
involves written verification of the balances from the previous employer. 

7. Demonstrate how leave Without Pay (LWOP) is recorded for authorized and 
unauthorized events and how LWOP impacts other modules: 

a. How LWOP is recorded. 
b. How accruals are impacted when continuous LWOP reaches a trigger point 

(e.g. In certain cases when a Civil Service employee takes 11 or more full days of 
LWOP they do not accrue any leave and the date their accruals increase is 
deferred). 

8. Demonstrate how Medical leave can be managed and tracked by the central Human 
Resource Services department (HRS): 

a. Family Medical Leave, and other protected leave types, are managed by 
tracking requests, eligibility, and usage by event or over a 12-month period. For 
example, an employee requests medical leave for himself and as a separate 
request, medical leave to provide care for his mother. 

b. Appropriate individuals within HRS or departments can generate ad hoc reports. 
c. Appropriate individuals within HRS or departments are notified by triggering 

thresholds (e.g. leave usage or request). 
d. Discuss how the software could manage shared leave requests, donations, usage 

for event, and usage over length of service for employee, and return of unused 
leave. 
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